This note presents some natural theorems on the characterizations of certain closed {or complete) sets of functions with separable variables. In order to motivate the developments of the paper we treat a simple case first in elaborate detail. The proof is so formulated that it holds with trifling modifications for the more general situations in Theorems 3 and 4. The result in Theorem 5 belongs to a slightly different range of ideas.
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Let s~(s\, -• • , s m ) and t~(h, • • • , t n ) here stand for points in the euclidean spaces R m and R n . The term "interval" designates the generalized rectangular parallelopipedon open on the left. 2 We shall make use of the intervals I 8 cR my I t cR n and I2 = Is X It c R n +m> We are first interested in L%{I) y the space of complex valued functions of summable square over I. The norm and scalar product are defined as usual by
(1) \\f(s 9 t) -g{s, OH = [ ƒ ƒ I ƒ(', 0 -g(s 9 t) I W.dJi] ' \
(2) (ƒ(*, /), g(s, /)) = f f f (s, t) ("),
r a Let j8 7M =X^oX)^=o ö P>'4 P)^) -The triangle inequality for norms yields, in view of (6), (7), (7.11), and (7.2)
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On combining the various inequalities above 
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A fundamental result of Riesz guarantees the existence of minimal constants, 6 { h%}, such that for b^^bf, /x^ JR, (12) Since (14) (t) ). The analogue of (14) is
Hence G has zero measure. Let {f (<r) (s)} be closed in L 2 (E 8 ) and denote the corresponding G sets, defined above, by {G*}. The denumerable sum ©G* is plainly of measure zero. Thus {F p (s, t)} is closed in Li(E 9 ) for silt E Et-®G*.
We now abstract the properties needed in the foregoing proofs. Let T(E) denote a Banach space 9 of real functions on E. A set G, G c £, will be called a non-significant set if f(z) e T(E) may be arbitrarily changed on G without affecting the value of ||/(s)||fl. The postulates below hold for T(E). When (d) and (e) are omitted we write T-(E). 
>||/i«lk (d) There exists a sequence {h p (i)g v (s)}, p, Ï> = 0, 1, • • • , with the closure property in T(E 2 ), where h p (t) 8 T(E t ) and g v (s) 8 T(E 8 ).
(e) Denumerable sums of non-significant sets are non-significant sets. 8 
THEOREM 3. (a) If {<t> y (t)} and {fa(s)} are closed in T(E t ), T(E 3 ) then {<t> y (t)\l/^(s)} is closed in r(E 2 ). (j3) If {<t> y (t)\l/n(s)} is closed in r_(E 2 ), then {t/vCO} is closed in T-(E 8 ). (7) If {F p (s, i)} is closed in r(£ 2 ), then {F p (s> t)} is closed in T(E 8 ) for all but a nonsignificant set of t values in Eu
The demonstrations of Theorems 1 and 2 apply without change in form. 10 The space 11 L P (E, ju), p^l, is included in T(E). This is the space of measurable functions whose pth powers are summable over the measurable set E, where the Lebesgue-Radon-Stieltjes integral is equally admissible with the usual Lebesgue integral. Thus the symbol fx(E) denotes either the Lebesgue measure, or the Radon measure determined by a non-negative additive function of intervals. In all cases ^2(^2) = fi 9 (E a )nt (E t ) , and the sets of zero measure constitute the non-significant sets. The norm is The space C(E) of continuous functions is another special case of T(E). We assume E & £R m , E t %R n and E 2 £i? w +m are bounded closed sets. The null set is the only non-significant set. The norm is (16) ||/(*, 0|| = max I ƒ(*, *) I.
s,ttE 2
The sequences h p (t) and g v (s) are the ordered products of the elements 1, h, • • • y t n and of 1, Si, • • • , s m respectively. Postulates (b) and (c) may be replaced by the weaker (b') ||/(w, z)I\E 2 <€ implies \\f(w, z)\\E W < 17(e), where L € . 0^( e)=0 except possibly for non-significant z sets.
(c') ||G(s)|k=l, \\H(w)\\ Ew <e imply ||G(s)iT(«0|U,<"(e).
10 For («), postulate (d) may be replaced by the assumption that each ƒ (s, t) £ T(E 2 ) is the strong limit of some (not necessarily fixed) sequence {h 
(t) £ T(E t ) and gi(s) e T(E S ).
11 Saks, loc. cit. (1928) , chap. 3, or J. Radon, Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna, class lia, vol. 122 (1913 (s, t) and ft n \s y t) converge uniformly in I2 and hence define an element of C 1^) . Since
(t and 5 are interchangeable), (b')
\\F(s,t)\\i % *m3x t *i t \\f(s,t) ^ (c') ||G(s)£r(0||r,^||G(s)||rJ|-ff(0 it is clear that (b') and (c') are satisfied.
THEOREM 4. The conclusions in (a), (]8), (7) of Theorem 3 remain valid when T'(E) and TL(E) replace T(E) and T-(E).
For (a) we now choose 5 small enough in (7) and (7.1) to yield rj(S) inferior to the right side of (6). Then (6.1) is valid with rj(S) written in place of 8. On making use of (c') it is easily shown that the left side of (8) is smaller than 277(0) and the final inequality in (9) is again obtained. For (j8) we need only change (14) slightly. Indeed, by reference to (b') and (13) e è \\f(s)F(t) -E E * W 0 7 (0*M(*)||/, would imply the contradiction
The true maximum is defined just as in the analogous case of measurable functions and implies neglect of non-significant t sets. Evidently (7) also may be maintained. Indeed the argument in footnote 8, for ex 1 pie, is easily amended to yield the desired result. If the closure property of the sequence {cj>p(z)} in T~(E) or Q-(I) is unaffected by the omission of <t> ff (z) 9 then we shall say {<t> P (z)} is a 
